Every organization—public or private—has a heart or hub where operations are headquartered. This place is often a prime target for malicious activity that may range from theft to vandalism to terrorist attack. Cities, communities and industrial facilities also require protection at their vulnerable edge. A smart video intelligence system can help drive security and stability from the edge to central operations while helping to control costs and gain efficiency.

Get eyes on key assets.

There are many places along the edge to the core of your organization where Verizon Intelligent Video with BriefCam® can go to work and give you the visibility you need. The combined solution provides advanced video analytics, including near real-time and forensic video analysis, and trends in data through dashboard visualization. It can help enhance the abilities of law enforcement and security teams to protect lives and property in remote locations and in the center of cities equally as well.

Dams, power plants and oil refineries are often on the edge of communities and in remote areas, which can potentially complicate comprehensive monitoring and intrusion prevention. As a result, a city or organization’s systems, pumps, storage facilities and more critical infrastructure may go relatively unattended. But if a power plant, sports arena or metropolitan transportation system, for example, is compromised, the fallout can be catastrophic.

Your organization’s edge includes its furthestmost assets or properties. Often, it also includes vital high-traffic areas such as airports, parks and bridges where there is diverse geography and it is critical to manage traffic flow. Office buildings, universities and hospitals are also at an elevated risk. At these facilities, you not only need to protect people but also secure valuable equipment, data and intellectual property.

Verizon Intelligent Video with BriefCam analytics capabilities can help public safety and security teams quickly analyze video to investigate an issue and search for relevant clues. The solution can also help users derive actionable insights for data-driven safety, security and operational decision-making.

Simplify security with advanced video analytics.

Video systems are often deployed to help safeguard the critical edge for cities, communities and industrial facilities. However, traditional video-monitoring solutions require significant investments to align cameras at the edge and to store video feeds.

Streaming and long-term storage of all that data can tax bandwidth and become expensive very quickly. Additionally, trained security professionals must be deployed and equipped to monitor feeds and track events for risks as they occur. When all of the costs are combined, this approach may not always be feasible.

Verizon Intelligent Video with BriefCam automates video analysis with an easy-to-use interface where you can quickly drill down and filter objects based on a wide range of object classifications, attributes and behaviors. This can speed up investigations, help attain situational awareness sooner and derive operational intelligence from video. It’s a force multiplier. The powerful solution can help you do more with fewer monitoring, intelligence and investigative resources.
Empower key personnel with relevant video.

Intelligent Video with BriefCam helps law enforcement and security professionals to be on the lookout without being physically present at the edge. Here’s how:

- Cameras record high-definition video for review and analysis
- Advanced data storage options at the edge, on premises or in the cloud with Amazon Web Services (AWS) address retention and network requirements
- A cloud-based video management system (VMS) provides centralized command and control (C2) to access and analyze live and archived video
- Robust analytics streamline video reviews and helps ensure alert-based situational awareness and quantitative analysis of video content
- Authorized personnel can watch video remotely—in near real time or after the fact—facilitating informed decisions, shorter response times and effective interventions

The fully integrated solution transforms video into actionable insights by pinpointing objects of interest with speed and precision. This can rapidly accelerate video investigation and optimize situational awareness—all while reducing time and resource investments.

Intelligent Video architecture

Help improve efficiency and make better-informed decisions.

Intelligent Video with BriefCam offers a comprehensive, bundled video management solution for cloud or wireless access. The bundled solution includes software licensing, installation, training and support.

Law enforcement, city and industrial security professionals have too much to do without having to contend with outdated technology. Intelligent Video with BriefCam was built to provide advanced analytics and benefits for an improved experience. This includes:

- **Manageability**
  Monitor and analyze multiple sites remotely from a single interface
- **Scale as you grow**
  Additional cameras can be integrated with other security solutions
- **Rapid time to value**
  Get up and running quickly even in remote locations
- **Crime deterrence**
  Maintain vigilance with wireless or wireline connectivity, indoors or out, near or far
- **Better business intelligence**
  Gain the insights you need to fully prevent or investigate and resolve issues
Why you can rely on Verizon

Smart monitoring with our remote video solution can help enhance situational awareness and improve video investigations without the need for a constant physical presence. We can help you gather, analyze, transmit and store video data to optimize your investment in video surveillance and help maintain the integrity of your critical systems and assets.

When the safety of people is on the line, you need the best tools you can get. Whether your concern is municipal or industrial, public or private, Intelligent Video with BriefCam is a comprehensive solution designed to enhance response capabilities. Look to a partner you can trust to ease the complexity associated with monitoring implementation and support. With Intelligent Video to detect threats and more, Verizon has your back as you work to keep your city and neighborhoods safe. Verizon. Response ready.

Learn more:
For more information about Intelligent Video, please contact your Verizon Account Manager or visit verizonenterprise.com/intelligentvideo